JUMPING

GOAT
COLD BREWED COFFEE
INFUSED LIQUEURS

Jumping Goat is a 100% New Zealand made and damn
tasty coffee liqueur. It has a punchy 35% alcohol content
but don't be scared cause it tastes real good.
The story of Jumping Goat starts way way back with an
Ethiopian goat herd by the name of Kaldi. What a legend.
Kaldi discovered the benefits of a good coffee after
watching his flock nibble at the bright red berries of a local
plant. The goats became 'Jumping Goats' according to him
and carried on energetically well into the night, so he too
tried these beans and discovered what fun coffee can be.
Legend has it he also mixed these beans with something
a little stronger from time to time and those ethiopians
discovered how to really have a good time. We decided
that’s still true today even if you aren’t Ethiopian. So with
the aim of a smooth tasting alcoholic pick me up, we got
to work with our own creation by running vodka through
a $15 coffee machine bought on trade me. The results were
questionable. It tasted like shit.
It will truly warm your heart and open your eyes, so fill up
your shot glass and raise a toast - to Kaldi the Ethopian,
to late nights, to good times, and to Jumping Goat.

THIS MUCH FRESH
ORGANIC COFFEE
IS HARMED IN
THE BREEDING OF
EVERY BOTTLE

JUMPING GOAT - INFUSED WHISKY LIQUEUR 750ml
We take a premium Scotch whisky blend sourced from a
distillery in Tomintoul which is about half way between
Aberdeen and Inverness in Scotland. We infuse the flavours
and qualities of premium NZ roasted organic and fair
trade Guatemalan coffee. The result is a whisky nose with
a strong coffee flavour to follow. Perfect served neat, as a
shot or as an additive in a range of premium cocktails.
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JUMPING GOAT - INFUSED VODKA LIQUEUR 750ml
This is far from your average sweet and syrupy coffee
‘flavoured' liqueur. We take an extremely pure vodka
spirit and infuse the flavours and qualities of premium
organic and fair trade Guatemalan coffee. The result is
a very real and smooth coffee taste which gives you a
kick like your morning coffee. Perfect served neat, as a
shot or as an additive in a range of premium cocktails.

